FRANKE WORLD WIDE

Case Studies
Introduction

Hospitality n. [from Latin hospitalītas -atis]. The Treccani dictionary defines this as a quality shown by those who offer cordial generosity in welcoming and treating guests. Franke has made this definition central to its mission. From its brilliant 1.4301 stainless steel supplies for the PGE Arena in Gdańsk to its QUADRO washbasin in the bathrooms of the Witikon nursing home in Zürich, from its water saving taps to its ovens with customizable cooking functions – design jewels that shine in residential settings all over the world – and on to its ultra-silent extractors purifying kitchen air, Franke has demonstrated that doing things well not only makes for business success, it also makes people happy.

Make it wonderful is a goal achieved.
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Providence Tower, London, UK
Kitchen Systems
Do you remember the apartment overlooking the Thames in Woody Allen’s film Match Point? Well, that breathtaking view, that feeling oneself at the center of the world and that immersion in contemporary design spreads through all 484 apartments on the 43 floors of Providence Tower, in the heart of Canary Wharf, just a few stops on the Tube from The City. Here, everything is latest-generation. Andrew McNaughton – CEO of Balfour Beatty, the tower’s builders – explains that “this project has brought together international expertise covering the design of various sustainable and innovative solutions for creating highest quality residential spaces.”
Our contribution to making Providence Tower successful

**Kitchen Systems**

These ultra-modern residential apartments are sold with fully functional bathrooms and kitchens already installed. The shiny sink-systems in classic 18/10 stainless steel from the KUBUS line were chosen for their extreme versatility. Perfectly compatible with all styles, colors and moods, the rectangular sinks from the KUBUS collection all come in quality stainless steel and in dimensions suitable for all needs.

The Franke Kitchen System accompanies its kitchen sink catalogue with a complete range of highly professional products: mixer taps, cooking tops, ovens, extractor hoods, dishwashers, accessories and waste bins for recycling garbage collection. Franke today continues to pursue the goals of technological excellence and manufacturing quality, paired with design and innovation, while never forgetting social responsibility and environmental respect.
2.

Congress Hotel Arte, Olten, Switzerland

Water Systems

When you’re traveling on business, the need for comfort is intense. And if you add a touch of creativity to comfort, the result can be memorable. Guido Henzmann of the Ligno Architecture Studio has based his career on this premise. One example is the Congress Hotel Arte in Olten, in the Soletta Canton, roughly 50 km from Basel and Zürich. The reconstruction of the 79 rooms was inspired directly by the concept of art, by a sensibility capable of playing with shapes, colors and materials. The quality and variety offered by the Hotel Arte chain in Switzerland - all of them 4-star establishments - is widely appreciated, as this example confirms.
Our contribution to making the Hotel Arte successful

Water Systems

The culture of relaxation. After a hard day’s work, our wellbeing is closely connected to the care we take of our bodies. As Guido Henzmann of the Ligno Studio says, “a hotel bathroom has become as important as its beds or its breakfasts.” Franke, through its Swiss KWC division, was the ideal partner to tackle this challenge.

Practical, but with striking class. The taps and fittings in the KWC ONO collection – by KWC, the Swiss manufacturer of premium taps bought by Franke in 2013 – are solid, simple and truly top-end. KWC’s production of highest quality bathroom and kitchen taps has long dominated the market, thanks to its sophisticated and durable technologies and its innovative design.

The stylized chrome levered mixer tap comes with the Neoperl® Caché® invisible aerator which ensures a generous water jet which is never excessive. The extra-large shower head, on the other hand, dispenses a soft rain-like jet which also has more powerful settings.

Then there are the specially designed washbasins: rounded shapes and shining materials (MIRANIT) so elegant as to merit a place among the works of art that decorate the Hotel Arte.

Water Systems – brief description

Hotels, restaurants, conference centers. Hospitality can also be measured from their bathrooms. A Franke bathroom is always hospitable. Keywords:

- Advanced technology
- Clear touchscreen operation
- Fully customized choices

Water is perhaps the most precious material on planet Earth. Sustainable management of water supplies is now a vital commitment for design companies. This value is always to the forefront of Franke’s thoughts in its tap production. This is why its extremely extensive range of products in this field includes numerous articles that use advanced technology to control the flow and use of water.

KWC is backed up by 140 years of experience in managing water. Since 2013 it has been part of the Franke Group, and one of the brands of Franke Water Systems AG from Aarburg. Its headquarters and manufacturing plant are in Unterkulm, in Switzerland. From here it exports its taps and fittings to over 50 countries in five continents.
Mitsubishi International GmbH, Germany
Water Systems
Mitsubishi International GmbH is a German company entirely controlled by the Mitsubishi Corporation headquarters in Japan. In Düsseldorf, the company has numerous different divisions and departments concerning the global environment and the development of businesses in the fields of infrastructure, energy, metals, machinery, chemicals and other essential elements for improving people’s everyday lives. Large numbers of company personnel and stakeholders use the company building every day. It is of course vital that every aspect of this building reflects the quality of the brand.

Developer
Jaime Bendersky Architects
Construction company M3
Real Estate Kuza Corp

Designer
Jaime Bendersky Architects

Units
38 Units per product

Year of inauguration
2015 — 2016

Products
Electronic washbasin mixer PROTRONIC S
Made-to-measure washbasin VARIUS
Our contribution to making the **Mitsubishi Office** a success

**Water Systems**

In order to achieve maximum hygiene and deal with major quantitative everyday use, for the Mitsubishi Offices Franke chose electronic technology applied to taps.

The PROTRONIC-S wash basin tap makes washing hands in modern sanitary facilities a touch-free and pleasant experience. The opto-electronic tap uses a shorter sensor clock cycle. The sensor window, fully integrated flush within the body, has been positioned completely visible to the user. Directly next to the sensor field, the mixing lever provides an easy way to select the required water temperature.

The washbasin is made of mineral granite. Its original shape is a result of the inherent flexibility of the VARIUS collection: in its latest assortment it proposes surprising forms and an almost infinite number of mounting possibilities offering ways to take advantage of the smallest niches, or to create a lavishly refined washbasin, or fittings and furnishing for large communal lavatory facilities.

---

**Water System – brief description**

VARIUS washbasins are a byword for adaptability. More flexible than ever, and with a high dose of individuality, they are like passepartout keys for any architect or interior designer, thanks to:

- Infinite mounting possibilities
- Elegant shapes
- Sturdy materials

They offer instruments which can interpret every need while maintaining a high degree of individuality. The extended range of VARIUS collection products has been created precisely with this priority in mind: to establish proficuous relations with designers. More and more, the satisfaction of customer needs demands an outstanding ability to interpret and customize. With VARIUS, Franke has acquired options to satisfy infinite requests.
The Witikon Nursing Home, Zürich, Switzerland

Water Systems

How delicate and carefully considered must hospitality be in a nursing home? How much do details count in improving the quality of life? The Pflegezentrum Witikon in Zürich looks after elderly people, often with reduced mobility, and people with temporary or psychological problems. It is self-evident that both the communal areas and the private rooms must meet the need for higher standards and extra functionalities. The architect studio Gäumann Lüdi Von der Ropp Architekten SIA, who planned the entire restructuring project, focused on this mission: to make every action of its users easy and safe, while also providing elegance and reassurance through furnishings.
Our contribution to making the **Witikon Nursing Home** a success

**Water Systems**

Guaranteed operative practicality and hygiene at all times are indispensable in fitting up water systems in a Care Structure. This is why the Gäumann Lüdi Von der Ropp Architekten SIA Studio chose Franke and its materials for the public and private bath fittings of the Nursing Home in Zürich.

A timeless design style with simple rectangular lines makes the QUADRO washbasin collection and RODAN accessories among the top performers in the Franke catalogue. The particular materials involved – MIRANIT and stainless steel – contribute to guaranteeing exceptional performance.

The QUADRO washbasin line is made using a blend of mineral powders and synthetic resins. This composite material is extremely robust and also highly resistant to chemical and atmospheric agents and temperatures (up to 80 °C). At the same time, any eventual damage to its surfaces can be repaired.

RODAN, meanwhile, is the name for the line of 1.4301 stainless steel accessories: these feature simple shapes which add a contemporary touch to classic settings. On the right: the hygiene bag dispenser RODX191.

One of Franke’s strong points is undoubtedly its continuing study of new materials capable of resolving formal problems – thicknesses, measurements, elasticity, customization – and hygienic needs like resistance to chemical and atmospheric agents.

MIRANIT is composed of roughly 80% natural minerals and 20% high quality unsaturated polyester resin. The result is an extremely resistant product, plastic and elastic (up to dimensions of 3.6 m) and repairable. On top of this, all MIRANIT products have a shiny, non-porous hygienic surface.
5.

PGE Arena, Gdańsk, Poland

Water Systems

One of the Baltic’s most ancient treasures is amber, and its golden light as the symbol of Gdańsk. Known as Baltic Gold, Gdańsk is rich in local amber and amber objects, and its gold warms many of the city’s buildings, but especially the PGE Arena stadium, inaugurated in 2012 for the European Football Championships. Conceived to evoke a smoothed gem of amber lying on the ground, this modern stadium was designed by the German RKW Studio. With seating for 43 thousand, plus 50 VIP booths, the project incorporated many precision technical details. In 2013, this led to it being awarded the bronze medal by the International Olympic Committee for the best structure dedicated to sport and free time activities.
Our contribution to making the **PGE Arena** a success

**Water Systems**

Durability, efficiency and high quality. Indispensable keywords when dealing with the strict requirements set by the RWK Studio and by Polish regulations. Franke supplied 750 products for this stadium. All the sanitary items chosen are in stainless steel, in order to optimize hygiene.

Lucid and opaque. The elegant play of light on the 1.4301 stainless steel distinguishes the toilet facilities throughout the stadium. The rounded shapes integrate perfectly with the architectonic project, whose language is inspired by smooth oval shapes.

The CMPX538 suspended urinal, has a satin finish and a thickness of 1.2 mm. It has a concealed drainpipe, in order to facilitate the area’s cleanliness. It is mounted with concealed screws, in accordance with European regulation EN80.

The oval washbasin RNDX450-0, built-in either above or below the horizontal plane (450x300 mm), has polished inner and outer surfaces and is just 1 mm thick.

The WC bowl CMPX592 has a satin finish, with all edges rounded, and is suspended on a wall mounting. It conforms to the EN 997 norm with a 4 liter flush.

Water System – brief description

From the largest to the smallest, Franke’s all-customizable products are suited both to mega-sporting facilities and spaces a couple of square meters in size. Keywords:

- **High Quality**
- **Durability**
- **Competitive Pricing**

Through its continuous investment in research and development, Franke has been able to expand its expertise from its original speciality in processing stainless steel to include the creation of whole lines of sanitary products with all the reliable efficiency and aesthetic prestigiousness suitable for major public spaces and settings.

The possible fields of application are numerous. They range from hygienic bathrooms in hotels or sports centers and from factory contexts to filling stations to private offices.

“The company’s philosophy, together with the quality of its products and the flexibility of its operators, made it easy for us to take the decision to work with Franke.”

With these words the RKW Architectural Studio sums up the essence of the Franke Water System, a division that convinces through the durability of its products, the elegance of its designs and the quality of its materials.
6. Edeka, Neumüster, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- WT500A Washbasin
- WT400A Washbasin
- SD300 Soap dispenser
- TD350 Paper towel dispenser
- Single waterfree urinal made of stainless steel

7. Goethe-Gymnasium, Nauen, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- ANMW431 QUADRO triple washbasin
- AQUA200 AQUALINE-S Self-closing single mixer
- AQUA751 AQUAET Slimline shower head
- RDXX10 RODAN Electronic hand dryer
- ANMW421 AQUALINE double washbasin
- STRXX18 STRATOS soap dispenser
- AQUA200 AQUALINE-S self-closing single mixer
- AQUA001 AQUAFAST conventional dispenser

8. St. Marien Hospital, Hamm, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- VARIUSmed Multiple washbasin
- VARIUSmed Multi-purpose basin
- ANMW211 RONDA Single washbasin
- ANMW221 RONDA Double washbasin

9. Public Restroom
PWC, Highway 66, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- HDTX538 Urinal
- HDTX592 WC pan
- HDTX594 Wheelchair-accessible WC pan
- AQUATIMER A3000 open
- Stainless steel mirror
- Hygiene waste bin
- Toilet roll holder
- Washbasin unit

10. Sports Olympic Centre, Potsdam, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- AQUA203 AQUALINE-C Self-closing pillar tap
- AQUA131 PROTRONIC-S Electronic washbasin tap
- AT300044 AQUATIMER - A3000 open
- AQUATIMER A3000 open
- Stainless steel mirror
- Hygiene waste bin
- Toilet roll holder

11. Swimming pool, Mönchengladbach, Germany
Water Systems

Products
- ADR1131 PROTRONIC-C Electronic washbasin tap
- AGRM962 Urinal flush valve
- MUNCHEN
- PROTRONIC A3000 open
- AGRM962 Urinal flush valve

12. Opera House, Zürich, Switzerland
Water Systems

Products
- VARIUS Washbasin, tailor-made
- ZANMW900 Dome waste valve
- PROTRONIC Classic
- AGRM962 Urinal flush valve
- AGRM962 Urinal flush valve

13. Alpamare, Pfäffikon, Switzerland
Water Systems

Products
- VARIUS Washbasin, tailor-made
- RODX600 RODAN Paper towel dispenser
- RODX605 RODAN Waste bin
- RODX611 RODAN Sanitary towel and disposal bin
Franke Coffee Systems

Waking up in the morning to the perfume of your favorite aroma, pleasurable coffee breaks at work, your beloved postprandial espresso... Three unforgettable moments, to which countless others can be added, associated with this dynamic drink. And Franke could not resist taking on the challenge of Coffee! And so it created the Franke Coffee System, suitable for all needs... From traditional cafés to company canteens to top-end hotel rooms. All this within the embrace of the “Make It Wonderful” mission... And to serve cups of coffee with all the quality of a bar.

A200. Espresso as it's served in a bar
Listen to the mechanical movement of the ceramic grinder, relish the perfume and the aroma of freshly ground coffee. The A200 allows you to choose and set up to 36 products on its menu. And its FoamMaster™ system makes it possible to adjust the consistency of the frothy milk to the drink you choose. You can also prepare chocolate and hot water for teas and infusions.

A600. Perfect for Hotels
Intuitive commands, elegant design. Featuring a large water container and a capacious receptacle for used coffee grounds, to facilitate self-service usage. The totally automatic cleaning program certainly reduces staff workload. A crystal touchscreen with 3 selectable interfaces allows you to choose whether to view various coffee creations on the display or let yourself be transported by an intuitive panorama on self-service options.

FM850. All a matter of touch
The touchscreen greatly simplifies the use of the coffee machine and can be configured according to all kinds of needs. This model can prepare a whole range of top quality drinks – it has 3 precision grinders with ceramic discs for constant quality coffee bean grinding. FoamMaster™ ensures a perfect frothy milk, with the desired texture, but also hot or cold milk for personalized creations. It also comes with a chocolate powder dosing system.
Our contribution to helping the **Holiday Inn Express**, Singapore Katong, to achieve success

**Coffee Systems**

A cup of coffee is a great test of hospitality. This is a rule that the Holiday Inn chain respects. Always

---

**Holiday Inn Express, Singapore Katong** - brief description

The A600 by Franke is the coffee machine preferred by major hotel chains, on account of its:

- Simple but sophisticated Technology
- Elegant Design
- Quality Drinks

---

When you decide to stay in a Holiday Inn, you can be sure that you’ll be offered a high service level, with high quality standards in every detail. The new Singapore branch respects this tradition. Its 451 rooms are all furnished respecting the sophisticated traditions of Asian culture, in which hospitality and politeness are highly treasured. The same atmosphere and care can be found on the menus in the restaurant and bar, and in the choice of international food and drinks for breakfast – over 500 of which are served every morning. A good coffee gets the day off to the best start, and concludes any meal by leaving an aftertaste of quality.

---

“Simple, easy to use both for staff and guests, the A600 makes superb coffee and also offers a versatile range of other drinks. Intuitive to use for self-service, it’s also perfect for waiters serving at table.”

*Catherine Barbeoch, The Express Assistant Manager*

---

**Our contribution to making the Taco Bell a success**

**Coffee Systems**

Placing its bets on quality has always been the strategy of this US food brand. A winning horse that offers fast food the world over, while guaranteeing flavour and healthiness.

---

**Taco Bell** - brief description

The A600 coffee machine’s success in South Korea is due to:

- The quality of the drinks it serves
- Its intuitive touchscreen
- Easy maintenance and daily cleaning

---

Taco Bell is an international reality, somewhere you can go for a quick lunch, a snack or a rich breakfast. Founded in 1962 in California, today this food chain has its website and its App, plus 7,000 restaurants worldwide. The key to its success is the care and attention it pays to the ingredients it has always selected for its recipes, which today, strictly respecting all current food legislation and dietary science knowledge, are even more healthy, natural and authentic. Another strong point is the blend of tradition and innovation used in the way it prepares hamburgers, tacos, burritos or other typical specialities on its menu. And the same thing is true of the drinks it serves.

---

Taco Bell Korea has chosen its coffee-making machines from the Franke Coffee System catalogue, confirming that those who commit themselves to quality are recognizable from far away. The A600 boasts various winning features which raise the standard of its performance and offer hot drinks with rounded but intense flavors and superb cups of coffee.

---

“I have long searched the market for a high performance coffee machine to dispense high quality drinks – such as milk – while maintaining their natural properties intact. The Franke A600 is what I was looking for. As well as this, the intuitive self-service system with commands in Korean made me feel the closeness of Franke, and its ability to understand the needs of an Asian public.”

*In-tae Bang, Purchase Manager*

---

Global Case Studies — Coffee Systems
**Global References**

**United States of America**
- **7-ELEVEN**
  - Leading C-store chain, 57,500 global stores
  - FM850, over 50 machines installed in CA
  - Self-service
- **MCDONALD’S**
  - McDonald’s and McCafé
  - FM850, over 1200 machines delivered
  - Serviced

**Canada**
- **7-ELEVEN**
  - Leading C-store chain, 57,500 global stores
  - FM850, over 50 machines installed in CA
  - Self-service
- **MCDONALD’S**
  - McDonald’s and McCafé
  - FM850, over 1200 machines delivered
  - Serviced

**Europe**

**Austria**
- **SOLDEN ICE Q**
  - Europe’s highest fine-dining restaurant “Ice-Q” located 10,000 feet above sea level
  - FM850
  - Serviced

**Germany**
- **SHELL**
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Selecta
  - FM850
  - Self-service
- **DEPOT**
  - Leading operator in DEP, bakeries
  - Own brand machines
  - FM850, A350, CF FM, A400 FM, over 450 machines installed per year
  - IoT solution via German Telekom

**Denmark**
- **SIJ**
  - Leading petrol chain in DK
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Selecta
  - FM850, over 115 machines
  - Serviced

**Hungary**
- **MOL GROUP**
  - Headquarters in HU
  - Active in 8 European markets
  - A450 & FM850, over 1000 machines
  - Self-service

**Ireland**
- **YUM! TRP**
  - Over 450 outlets in USA
  - Leading edge C-store business, focus on freshness
  - FM850, over 400 machines installed within 4 months
  - Tapped into new target groups
  - More customer traffic
- **MCDONALD’S**
  - McDonald’s and McCafé
  - FM850, over 1200 machines delivered
  - Serviced

**Iceland**
- **REYKJAVIK**
  - Over 400 outlets
  - Focus on freshness
  - Serviced

**Sweden**
- **ICA**
  - Leading retailer in Sweden,incl. petrol stations
  - FM850, over 30 machines installed
  - Serviced

**Netherlands**
- **TEXACO**
  - Leading petrol station chain in NL
  - Operated by Maas International
  - FM850, 200 machines
  - Self-service
  - IoT solution in place

**Belgium**
- **TOTAL**
  - Operated by Pelican Rouge
  - Two different concepts
  - FM850, over 250 machines installed
  - Self-service
  - IoT solution in place

**United Kingdom**
- **EURO GARAGE**
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Selecta
  - FM850
  - Self-service
- **MORRISONS**
  - Premium retailer in UK
  - Including petrol stations
  - FM850, over 450 machines installed
  - Self-service
- **ASDA**
  - Leading retail chain in UK
  - FM850
  - Self-service
  - Space-saving, integrated milk fridge
  - Can be fitted and linked to payment system

**Poland**
- **ORLEN**
  - Leading petrol station chain in PL
  - A350 FoamMaster™, 450 machines
  - 450 machines planned for 2016
  - Tailor made user interface based on ORLEN design
  - Self-service

**Switzerland**
- **COOP**
  - No. 2 retailer in CH with own C-store concept
  - FM850
  - Self-service
- **COOP RESTAURANT**
  - No. 2 retailer with own restaurants & cafés
  - FM850, national contract
  - Self-service
- **ROCHE BASEL**
  - New office building of Roche, Basel
  - Full building equipped with 27 machines
  - FM850, A200FM, A400FM
  - Self-service
- **MARCHÉ**
  - Premium QSR chain, national contract
  - FM850
  - Self-service and serviced
- **MIGROS RESTAURANT**
  - No. 1 retailer with own restaurants & cafés
  - FM850, national contract
  - Self-service
- **ICA**
  - Leading retailer in Sweden,incl. petrol stations
  - FM850, over 30 machines installed
  - Serviced

**France**
- **HOTEL SACHER**
  - Most famous hotel and coffee houses in Vienna and Salzburg
  - FM850
  - Serviced

**Spain**
- **MERCADOLÉN**
  - No. 1 retailer with own restaurants & cafés
  - FM850, national contract
  - Self-service

**Germany**
- **SHELL**
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Selecta
  - FM850
  - Self-service
  - IoT solution via German Telekom
Global Case Studies — Coffee Systems

Swiss International Airlines
- Equip all Swiss lounges globally
- FM850, Spectra, A600FM
- Self-service

Russia
- MCDONALD’S
  - McDonald’s and McCafe
  - Over 1200 machines delivered
  - Serviced

Ukraine
- WOG
  - No. 1 petrol station chain in Ukraine
  - FM850 and Flair, over 350 machines installed
  - Self-service

- WOG CAFE
  - Petrol station chain started own coffee shops
  - FM850, over 230 machines ordered
  - Self-service

Singapore & Taiwan
- MCDONALD’S
  - Approval A600
  - Approval T400
  - Serviced

South Africa
- WOOLWORTHS
  - Leading premium retailer in SA, incl. coffee shops
  - FM850, over 30 machines installed
  - Serviced

United Arab Emirates
- ALSHAYA
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Alshaya
  - FM850
  - Self-service

Dunkin’Donuts, GERMANY
- Innovative and economic solution, created especially for smaller stores
- Consistently high quality for an exceptional flavor experience
- Customers are served quickly and with perfect consistency
- Auto cleaning cycle for optimum hygiene levels
- Professional service hotline provides clients with a direct link at all times and guarantees a rapid response

Murtaza Rizvi, Area Manager for Baden-Württemberg, loves the new A600. «This machine works with our one-person staffing scheme even at our new branch, which is busier still.»

PARK HOTEL GUNTEN, SWITZERLAND
- Functional & user-optimized

- Absolute quality and efficiency
- Intuitive touchscreen user interface
- Mobile to meet operational demands throughout the house

"At the completion of a full day’s work the fully integrated and intelligent cleaning system makes cleaning simple - this special feature essentially makes our staff’s life easy" — Philemon Zwygart, Hotel Manager

Russia
- MCDONALD’S
  - McDonald’s and McCafe
  - Over 1200 machines delivered
  - Serviced

Ukraine
- WOG
  - No. 1 petrol station chain in Ukraine
  - FM850 and Flair, over 350 machines installed
  - Self-service

- WOG CAFE
  - Petrol station chain started own coffee shops
  - FM850, over 230 machines ordered
  - Self-service

Singapore & Taiwan
- MCDONALD’S
  - Approval A600
  - Approval T400
  - Serviced

South Africa
- WOOLWORTHS
  - Leading premium retailer in SA, incl. coffee shops
  - FM850, over 30 machines installed
  - Serviced

United Arab Emirates
- ALSHAYA
  - Starbucks on the go, operated by Alshaya
  - FM850
  - Self-service

Dunkin’Donuts, GERMANY
- Innovative and economic solution, created especially for smaller stores
- Consistently high quality for an exceptional flavor experience
- Customers are served quickly and with perfect consistency
- Auto cleaning cycle for optimum hygiene levels
- Professional service hotline provides clients with a direct link at all times and guarantees a rapid response

Murtaza Rizvi, Area Manager for Baden-Württemberg, loves the new A600. «This machine works with our one-person staffing scheme even at our new branch, which is busier still.»

PARK HOTEL GUNTEN, SWITZERLAND
- Functional & user-optimized

- Absolute quality and efficiency
- Intuitive touchscreen user interface
- Mobile to meet operational demands throughout the house

"At the completion of a full day’s work the fully integrated and intelligent cleaning system makes cleaning simple - this special feature essentially makes our staff’s life easy" — Philemon Zwygart, Hotel Manager
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1. Cayyolu Lotus Evleri, Ankara, Turkey

Kitchen Systems

Ankara is Turkey’s second largest city, after Istanbul. It stands on a plateau 900 meters above sea-level. As the country’s capital, it is home to Parliament and the Diplomatic Corps. And also various universities. The building boom that has taken place in Turkey in the last decade has included numerous complex residential projects that include tennis courts, swimming pools and sports centers. Here too, the apartments – average size c. 150 sq.m – are sold with bathrooms and kitchens already fitted, in order to guarantee high property quality and the prestige of the whole residential complex.
Our contribution to making the **Cayyolu Lotus Evleri** a success

**Kitchen Systems**

Even though lifestyles evolve, globalisation advances and family structures change, the kitchen remains the heart of every home.

The sophisticated technology behind Franke’s extraction hoods is extraordinarily efficient while also being extremely simple to use. The FDL 964 XS Hood from the Linfa series adds an extra touch of personality to the whole kitchen space. Conceived to be wall-mounted, it is extremely silent and has E-class status for energy efficiency.

The cooking burners, on the other hand, remain close to the traditional concept of flame cooking. But the option of modern electric plates inset inside the hob top is also available. In the photo, the FDL 6065 XS model.

**Kitchen System – brief description**

Fresh air and extra-safe flames. Franke kitchen appliances are a guarantee for everyone. Keywords:

- Reassuring Design
- Cutting-edge Technology
- Top Quality Materials

The Kitchen System has created a division specializing in satisfying residential needs. The options available can effectively satisfy all tastes, styles and bank accounts. In this field, flexibility rules. Standard models are designed to enable them to be enriched by sophisticated options which boost appliance performance. Such as the extraction hood filters which ensure the absence of odours even immediately after cooking. Or the 18/10 stainless steel cooking tops that can be cleaned with a simple damp cloth.
2.

Bizim Evler, Istanbul, Turkey
Kitchen Systems
One of the most important lifestyle projects in Istanbul. The building boom here finds its optimal expression. Residential zones, subway stops, public gardens, shopping centers and sports centers. The urge to change and transform one’s habits is also encouraged by these major construction projects. The dream of an ample and comfortable home, protective and capable of facilitating everyday life. The five tower blocks of the Bizim Evler complex are home to almost 4 thousand family apartments. A massive project which had to satisfy numerous pressing demands.
Our contribution to making **Bizim Evler** successful

**Kitchen Systems**

The apartments in Bizim Evler had to respect the standards of the surrounding residential area and the expectations of its property investors.

Franke took great care to study every detail taking into account the preferences of those who would become the future owners of these unbuilt apartments: their comfort was the ultimate goal. The choice of products was therefore guided by the desire to generate satisfaction for the new inhabitants, to make them feel that their life has become easier thanks to Franke’s kitchen appliances.

The sinks in the Onda ONX 611 series have become kitchen classics: a practical basin with a large draining board beside it. Built-in, they bring a vibrant touch of light to the whole ambiance. There’s also a version with an additional sink (ONX 651), for larger worktops.

No modern kitchen nowadays comes without a built-in microwave. The Smart SMW 250 by Franke boasts 8 functions, an incorporated grill and an electronic cooking programmer. Elegant in its satin-finish stainless steel casing and tempered glass front.

What does it feel like to live in a kitchen where sinks, cooking hobs, ovens, extraction hoods and taps are all in perfect harmony with one another?

The kitchen has always been the gathering place of every home. The kitchen is where we eat, drink, talk, celebrate and also dream. It’s a place where we feel good about being there. Always, at any moment in our day.

This is what inspires Franke when it’s creating its collections, whether they are classic or avant-garde in style. Franke products are always unique and always intelligent.
3.
The Bound of Bund, Shanghai, China  
Kitchen Systems  
In Shanghai, everyone knows the Bund, the avenue runs along the left side of the River Huangpu, facing the Pudong business district. Running beside numerous typically European colonial style buildings, the Bund is one of Shanghai’s most recognizable architectural symbols. “Bund” is an Anglo-Indian word used for embankments built alongside the muddy banks of a river. From the mid-19th century it became a symbol of elegance, a landmark in Shanghai’s history as a prosperous trading city. Today, many new buildings have been built, mingling with the historic ones. The Bound of Bund is one of them. It stands at number 460 South Zhongshan Road, just behind the magical avenue, and exudes a beautiful classical style of outstanding simplicity.
Two models express two different personalities: Zürich is softer, with rounded shapes and visible cornice. Board, the second, has shiny angular corners, minimal design and is invisibly built-in, so as to be seamlessly integrated with the worktop. Both systems are designed to achieve an optimal relation with water: large basins tilt at the right point to create controlled overflow. Both lines made of ultra-pure 18/10 stainless steel: Zürich with a shiny surface, Board with a refined satin-effect finish. Both lines also offer other variants and size options conceived to cover every possible requirement.

Kitchen Systems

Mirror-like washbasins with perfect shapes transform the kitchen’s washing area into pure design

Kitchen System – brief description
All the right ingredients to create your ideal kitchen. Keywords:

- Optimal Performance
- Guaranteed Quality
- Wide-ranging catalogue

The reflecting basins are one of many musts in the Franke catalogue. Every since the beginning of the 20th century, when Franke was founded, the company has never ceased to perfect its products and study new shapes and dimensions for steel washbasins and sinks, establishing itself as the world’s top specialist in this field.

Every collection expresses a supreme effort to solve problems of space, aesthetic impact and functional perfection. Outstanding visual impact is achieved in collections designed to echo natural surfaces – wood, stone, marble – or synthetic materials.

Our contribution to making The Bound of Bund successful
4.

The Kerry Center, Tianjin, China
Kitchen Systems

There now exists a new generation of residential complexes which offer services like those of five-star hotels. The apartments in the Kerry Center in Tianjin are a perfect example. 24/7 concierge, laundry services, newspaper and magazine delivery, car park surveillance and varied personal assistance options. Plus – in the area surrounding this skyscraper in the Hedong district, at 332 m the second highest in the city – immaculate garden spaces, sports centers and SPA facilities. All this, in the heart of one of the largest city in the People's Republic of China. In recent years, thanks to its important technological manufacturing district, Tianjin has notched up one of the highest annual growth rates of all Chinese cities.

Designer
Kerry Properties Limited

Products
Hood CXW-220-T14
Hob P0911M
Microwave MW02S
Tap CT1315
Sink BAX110
Washing Machine FFS6012W
Refrigerator BCD-576A4
Oven SM58L
Universally admired as one of the world’s most elaborate cuisines, Chinese recipes are often extremely complex and time-consuming. Many dishes involve frying. This makes the performance of the CXW-220-T14 Extractor Hood a key attraction, since this model eliminates odours in a very short time. Its chunky right-angled design adds an assertive contemporary element to a modern kitchen. Cooking-top area is exceptionally extensive. The stainless steel structures have removable cast-iron grilles to facilitate cleaning.

Our contribution to making The Kerry Center successful

**Kitchen Systems**

Practical and sturdy kitchen appliances ideal for satisfying the requirements of Chinese cooking

---

**Kitchen System – brief description**

Occidental influence in an oriental kitchen. Franke quality is a worldwide winner. Keywords:

- Wide Product Range
- Competitive Prices
- Indestructible Materials

---

The apartments in The Kerry Center are extremely finely finished in every detail. Potential residents are demanding, and carefully evaluate kitchen and bathroom facilities. The choice of Franke kitchen appliances was made in order to bolster appeal in this sense: elegant, practical and easy to clean, they also enliven the kitchen area with a modern personality.
Asian Case Studies
Kitchen Systems

**6. Mavişehir Modern, İzmir, Turkey**
- **Construction Company**: Gergül Construction
- **Units**: 981 Residences
- **Year**: 2012 - 2015
- **Products**:
  - Hood FGL 6015 XS, FGL 7015 XS, FGL 9015 XS
  - Oven GL 62 M XS
  - Dishwasher FDWS 612 D A+ XS
  - Hob FHC 6042 SQ T
  - Oven GL 62 M NT XS
  - Sink ONL 651
  - Microwave FMW 250 GR XS
  - Waste disposer WD 50

**7. Sera Park, Adana, Turkey**
- **Construction Company**: Adana Group
- **Units**: 150 Residences
- **Year**: 2011 - 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FMA 905 BK 900
  - Oven GL 66 M NT BK
  - Dishwasher FDWS 612 D A+ XS
  - Microwave FMW 250 CR G B
  - Sink MRG 651
  - Waste disposer WD 50
  - Tap Pull Out Spray
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/M SI A+ T, FRB 327 SD A

**8. Kaşmir Göl Evler, Ankara, Turkey**
- **Construction Company**: Mavişehir Modern
- **Units**: 1453 Residence
- **Year**: 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FGL 9015 BK XS
  - Oven GL 62 M XS
  - Dishwasher FDWS 614 D A+ XS
  - Sink AMX 160
  - Waste disposer WD50
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/M SI A+ T, FRB 327 SD A

**9. Mesa Kartall, İstanbul, Turkey**
- **Construction Company**: Mavişehir Modern
- **Units**: 304 Residence
- **Year**: 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FGL 9015 BK XS
  - Oven GL 62 M XS
  - Dishwasher FDWS 614 D A+ XS
  - Sink AMX 160
  - Waste disposer WD50
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/M SI A+ T, FRB 327 SD A

**10. Anandamaya Residence, Indonesia**
- **Construction Company**: Gergül Construction
- **Units**: 304 Residence
- **Year**: 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FGL 9015 XS
  - Oven GL 62 M XS
  - Dishwasher FDWS 614 D A+ XS
  - Sink AMX 160
  - Waste disposer WD50
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/M SI A+ T, FRB 327 SD A

**11. Starry Manyu, Guangzhou, China**
- **Construction Company**: Adana Group
- **Units**: 150 Residences
- **Year**: 2011 - 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FMA 905 BK 900
  - Oven GL 66 M NT BK
  - Dishwasher FDWS 612 D A+ XS
  - Microwave FMW 250 CR G B
  - Sink MRG 651
  - Waste disposer WD 50
  - Tap Pull Out Spray
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/MAIA
  - Dishwasher FDWS55MS
  - Oven SM66MXS
  - Hob P0906M
  - Sterilizer ZTD90L-A2
  - Tap CT131S, CT1011C
  - Microwave MWO25S
  - Sink GEX620A

**12. Time Bund, Guangzhou, China**
- **Construction Company**: MNT and Köroğlu Construction
- **Units**: 1453 Residence
- **Year**: 2014
- **Products**:
  - Hood FGL 9015 BK XS
  - Oven GL 62 M XS
  - Dishwasher FDWS 614 D A+ XS
  - Sink AMX 160
  - Waste disposer WD50
  - Hob FHBP 774 4C 2D T XS
  - Refrigerator FCB 320/MAIA
  - Dishwasher FDWS55MS
  - Oven SM66MXS
  - Hob P0906M
  - Sterilizer ZTD90L-A2
  - Tap CT131S, CT1011C
  - Microwave MWO25S
  - Sink GEX620A

**13. Marque 39, Bangkok, Thailand**
- **Developer**: Major Development Public Company Limited
- **Units**: 140
- **Year**: 2015-2016
- **Products**:
  - Taps Tap Joy Cocktail, Tap Curve
  - Sink CEX 210-50, GEX 610 D

---
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America
Miami
The Bond, Miami, USA
Kitchen Systems
Situated in the center of the Brickell financial district in the heart of Miami – one of the most highly appreciated districts in the area – The Bond is a condominium containing 328 apartments: a 44-story luxury tower at number 1080 Brickell Avenue. Inspired by the best kind of British classic elegance, these apartments come with every modern comfort, reflecting the new cosmopolitan lifestyle of Brickell. The project was designed by the Florida architectural studio Nichols, Brosch, Wurst, Wolfe & Associates. As well as being a highly prestigious address, The Bond places its residents at the center of a vivacious district animated by boutiques, restaurants, Spas and elegant Shopping Centers.
Our contribution to making The Bond successful

Kitchen Systems
A touch of class in kitchen spaces, to make moments of conviviality still more special

The line of 18/10 stainless steel sinks from the Cube Collection are distinguished by the simplicity of their shapes. Square or rectangular in shape, they constitute stunning design objects. With their totally essential spirit, they offer generous sink-space in order to simplify all kitchen washing operations. Designed to be completely integrated with the worktop, they completely eliminate sharp corners or edges where dirt can accumulate, guaranteeing maximum cleanliness.

The products in the Cube series are part of a new generation of kitchen washbasins, especially irresistible to those who desire clean kitchens with a stylishly minimal line. A conception of the modern kitchen which has asserted itself over time thanks to new technologies and the quality of the materials used.

The new family of washbasins sunk into worktops are handmade by Franke to combine Swiss engineering with minimalist design. A project with a velvety surface and clean lines, with an easy-to-clean satin finish and sound-absorbing pads to reduce noise.

Paradigms of elegance and functionality, they shine like jewels in the kitchen space. Keywords:

- Contemporaneity
- Cleanliness
- Elegance

Global Case Studies — America
2. **Millennium Tower, Boston, USA**

**Kitchen Systems**

At over 200 meters, this is the highest residential building in Boston. A glistening glass sculpture that offers residents stunning panoramic views. The Millennium Tower has 60 floors containing 442 luxury apartments with a quality of views almost without precedent for a private home. Inside the skyscraper, the hallways, the Spa and the Residents Club (where the restaurant is run by the Michelin Star chef Michael Mina) are permeated by rosewood, oak essence and eucalyptus. The custom-designed furnishing of the collective areas completes the interior design and creates a five-star sense of hospitality.
Imagine your kitchen with a self-cleaning sink. This is no fantasy for Franke, it’s part of a continuous progression towards solutions which contribute to bringing style, comfort and quality to homes around the world. Franke’s unrivaled depth of knowledge on stainless steel makes it possible to create such sophisticated products that their luminous surfaces can be cleaned with a simple damp cloth. The FSUG 900 18 BX Sink is broad and deep, designed for built-in contexts and especially treated to reduce noise during use.

Kitchen Systems
Certain details can make all the difference. And the quality of the stainless steel worked by Franke is simply peerless.

In the USA, everything is oversized. Even the most standard elements of furnishing are larger than European standards. Franke has evolved collections able to satisfy the American market’s habits with large and extra-large dimensions, without compromising the quality and simplicity of its designs. And the American public has shown its appreciation.

Global Case Studies — America

Our contribution to making the Millennium Tower successful
3. **River & Warren, New York, USA**

**Kitchen Systems**

212, Warren Street. This is one of the most desirable addresses in Lower Manhattan. It faces out onto the Hudson River and is surrounded by the Rockefeller and Teardrop Parks, in-between Tribeca and Battery Park City. Well known for its sophisticated architecture, the Rive & Warren Building is second to none in terms of the services and activities it offers: concierge 24/7, fitness center, roofgarden with catering facilities for private parties, and apartments furnished with taste and originality. The interior design project is by the New York’s CetraRuddy Studio, which with refined skill furnished 169 apartments of different sizes, plus various Penthouses.

**Developer**
Centurion Architecture Studio
http://www.cetraruddy.com

**Units**
169

**Year of Inauguration**
2015

**Products**
Sink PSX1102710
Our contribution to making the **River & Warren Building** successful

### Kitchen Systems

The CetraRuddy architectural studio chose right-angular lines for fitting the kitchens in this luxury residential site in New York.

The large parallelepiped with a rectangular base which characterizes this sink unit comes from Franke’s professional collection. A sophisticated choice which is perfect for furnishing such an original and contemporary context. The 18/10 stainless steel ensures the kind of quality that remains immutable over time. Conceived to be mounted in a built-in setting, the PSX1102710 kitchen sink unit is perfect for large spaces and generous worktops.

**Kitchen System – brief description**

Solutions for large kitchens and numerous families. Keywords:

- Minimal Design
- Professional Collection
- Contemporary Elegance

**Designed to be fitted into the island devoted to washing operations, the large stainless steel basin facilitates every action around it. Its thin shape allows it to be completely integrated with the worktop without edges or lines of conjunction. Easy to install and fitting perfectly with any style, this Franke sink unit can undeniably be considered a timeless classic.**
Maison Soleil, Joinville, Brazil

Kitchen Systems

Joinville is a city in the State of Santa Catarina, one of Brazil’s 27 States, situated in the Southern Region. Statistically, this State is one of the wealthiest in the country, and attracted European migrants in centuries past. Today, this flourishing city has numerous new residential areas. Maison Soleil was designed by the architectural Studio directed by Luiz Mori Nero, a young Brazilian architect who studied at the Milan Polytechnic. The residence offers numerous homes sold fitted with bathrooms and kitchens, to satisfy the growing demand for quality housing.
Our contribution to making the **Maison Soleil** successful

**Kitchen Systems**

Clean lines and stainless steel stylistically dominate the kitchen areas of the Apartments in Maison Soleil... thanks to an unmistakably modern choice by the Luiz Mori Neto architectural studio.

The kitchen appliances are the real engine of the cooking area. In choosing these instruments, three factors are crucial: quality performance, advanced technology and stylistic class. Franke’s Format line of extractor hoods shines in all three areas, and offers a broad range of models and sizes. The photo shows the stainless steel Format Island 70 FDF 9557 XS, designed for wall-installation. It has 3 speed options (275 W) plus an extra ‘turbo’ option, is classified in the D energy efficiency class and has highly discreet noise levels at 68 dB. Fitted with built-in halogen lamps and a one-touch turn-on system.

**Kitchen System – brief description**

Stainless steel elegance conceals advanced technology performance levels. Designed for pleasurable kitchen experiences:
- Latest-generation technology
- Purity of line
- Maximum functionality

The **Armanda AAX 610-85 PP001 extra-large stainless steel sink**. The ergonomic design is conceived to optimize all the many functions the basin must perform, and to favour water flow. The semi-flat borders will fit any stylistic context.
6. Maui Unique Life Residences, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
   Kitchen Systems

Developer: Construtora João Fortes
Designer: Construtora João Fortes
Units: 50 / 12 / 4 / 8
Year: 2015
Products: Sink 10111, 4882, 11515, 11468

7. Vila Esplêndida, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
   Kitchen Systems

Developer: Brookfield
Designer: Brookfield
Units: 227 / 16 / 2 / 3
Year: 2015
Products: Sink 04932, 06222, 10111, 05317

8. Mirante Plus Residence, Ceará, Brazil
   Kitchen Systems

Developer: Mário Empreendimentos Imobiliários Ltda
Designer: Nasser Hissa
Units: 70 Residence
Year: 2015
Products: Tap 4942
Sink: 11446, 10084, 12108, 13325, 10082, 9273, 12110

9. Empreendimento Issa Hazbun, Natal, Brazil
   Kitchen Systems

Developer: Construtora Hazbun
Designer: Olga Portela
Units: 37/37
Year: 2016
Products: Tap 4942
Sink: KBX110-13, PSX110138, KBX12039, KBX11028

10. 737 Park Ave, New York, USA
    Kitchen Systems

Developer: Macklowe Properties
Designer: Handel Architects, Moed de Armas, Shannon Architects
Units: 60
Year: 2014/2015
Products: Tap FFP100
Sink: PSX1102110, KBX12043

11. 432 Park Ave, New York, USA
    Kitchen Systems

Developer: LPLA Partners
Designer: Cohen, Freedman, Enomina & Associates
Units: 79
Year: 2016
Products: Waste disposer 900SN
Tap LB6100-HT
Sink ARX1106, KBX110-13, NAX110, KBX12039

12. The Mansions at Acqualina, Miami Beach, USA
    Kitchen Systems

Developer: Horizon Realty Group, Valenti Builders
Architect: Myefski Architects
Units: 140
Year: 2015 – 2016
Products: Sink BMSK802

13. The Merion, Evanston, USA
    Kitchen Systems

Developer: Horizon Realty Group, Valenti Builders
Architect: Myefski Architects
Units: 140
Year: 2015 – 2016
Products: Sink BMSK802
Make it wonderful